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Dare to be Different
To make memories that last a lifetime



Dare to be Different

What started with a family camping trip in the Netherlands grew into one of the biggest 
players in rooftop tents in Europe and a community of adventurers in over 15 countries. 

Dare to be Different is run by a passionate team. We describe ourselves 
as adventurers and explorers. We want to discover the most beautiful places. 

Our team has years of experience, not only in camping with a softshell rooftop tent, 
but especially in enjoying the outdoors and we like to share that experience with you! 

We enjoy nature in its purest form. There is nothing better than sleeping in 
the open air. Waking up in the morning, walking down the ladder, making a cup of coffee or 

tea. Baking an egg and making memories that last a lifetime!

The importance 
of the 
right gear

Whether you’re preparing yourself for a lengthy expedition or just for a 
weekend, it’s important to choose the correct equipment. Our outdoor equipment will allow 
you to go further and to camp smarter. The world is at your feet.

Experience more spontaneous adventures, without having to make concessions. Easily and 
quickly turn your car into a house on wheels with our outdoor gear.



Rooftoptents

The story of your life is told in adventures, and we want to give everyone the opportunity to 
have their own adventure. That is why we offer a wide range of rooftop tents and accessories, 
which we continuously develop and improve. So, there is a suitable solution for everyone to 
make it possible to get out there. In our range we have:

1. 140 Light weight  -   Our lightest rooftop tent
2. 140 S     -  Standard two-person rooftop tent 
3. 140 L    -  Two-person rooftop tent with dry entrance
4. 140 L Deluxe    -  More view with sky windows
5. 180 L Deluxe   -  Three-person rooftop tent with sky windows
6. 220XL    -  A family rooftop tent suited for four adults
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140 Light Weight

The 140 Light Weight is a two-person rooftop tent thought and the lightest 
in our range. With only 48kg and a height of 28cm folded this is our smallest 
rooftop tent and fits every car. 

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 143cm x 125cm x 28cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  240cm x 143cm x 126cm  (l x w x h)
Size mattress - 240cm x 140cm x 4cm   (l x w x h)
Weight  - 48kg
Fly top fabric - 200D 120gram/m2 Polyester
Tent fabric  - 200D 120gram/m2 Polyester
Cover fabric  - PVC (1000D-350g)
Mattress cover - Top layer Tricot, 5 sides polyester
Bottom plate - Aluminium Sandwich constructed baseplate with  
    insulation and glued.

PU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating

Waterproof
2000mm
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140S - Standard serie

The 140S is our standard 2-person rooftop tent. This rooftop tent offers a 360-degree 
view that makes you feel like you’re really in the wild. This series of rooftoptents have a 
weight of 59kg and a generous mattress of 230 by 140cm. 

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 143cm x 125cm x 38cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  240cm x 143cm x 126cm  (l x w x h)
Size mattress - 240cm x 140cm x 6cm   (l x w x h)
Weight  - 59kg
Fly top fabric - 420D 100% polyester Oxford 420D
Tent fabric  - 300g canvas (35% cotton / 65% polyester
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mattress cover - 100% Tricot
Bottom plate - Aluminium Sandwich constructed baseplate with insulation  
    and high-pressure glued.

Waterproof
2500mm

Breathable 
Ripstop MaterialsPU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating
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140L - Standard serie

The 140L is our standard 2 person ready-for-anything rooftop tent. Extendable with an 
annex to make sure you have enough room for your outdoor adventure. This series of 
rooftoptents have a dry entrance, a mattress of 230 by 140cm and a weight of 59kg

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 143cm x 125cm x 38cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  310cm x 143cm x 126cm  (l x w x h)
Size mattress - 240cm x 140cm x 6cm   (l x w x h)
Weight  - 59kg
Fly top fabric - 420D 100% polyester Oxford 420D
Tent fabric  - 300g canvas (35% cotton / 65% polyester
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mattress cover - 100% Tricot
Bottom plate - Aluminium Sandwich constructed baseplate with insulation  
    and high-pressure glued.

Waterproof
2500mm

Breathable 
Ripstop MaterialsPU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating



Luxury is in 
every detail.“ “
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140L - Deluxe serie

Do you love to spend hours gazing up at the sky, enjoying the stars or waking up in the 
morning sun. Then the 140L Deluxe is the roof tent for you! The extra windows make you 
feel even more at home in nature. This rooftoptent weights 59kg and has a mattress of 
230 by 140cm.

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 143cm x 125cm x 38cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  310cm x 143cm x 126cm  (l x w x h)
Size mattress - 240cm x 140cm x 6cm   (l x w x h)
Weight  - 59kg
Fly top fabric - 420D 100% polyester Oxford 420D
Tent fabric  - 300g canvas (35% cotton / 65% polyester
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mattress cover - 100% Tricot
Bottom plate - Aluminium Sandwich constructed baseplate with insulation  
    and high-pressure glued.

Waterproof
2500mm

Breathable 
Ripstop MaterialsPU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating
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180L - Deluxe serie

Would you like to go on vacation with 3 persons and look at the stars? Or do you just 
want a little more space for you and your partner? Thanks to the queen-sized mattress 
of 230 x 180cm, you have more than enough space and can truly enjoy your vacation in 
luxury.

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 183cm x 130cm x 38cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  310cm x 183cm x 126cm   (l x w x h)
Size mattress - 180cm x 220cm x 6cm   (l x w x h)
Weight  - 69kg
Fly top fabric - 420D 100% polyester Oxford 420D
Tent fabric  - 300g canvas (35% cotton / 65% polyester
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mattress cover - 100% Tricot
Bottom plate - Aluminium Sandwich constructed baseplate with insulation  
    and high-pressure glued.

Waterproof
2500mm

Breathable 
Ripstop MaterialsPU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating



Time to go out with the family

What could be better than camping outside with the family, traveling around and enjoying 
the environment and each other. Cozy together with a campfire, marshmallows or s’mores. 

With our family tent you can travel comfortably and save time setting up a rooftoptent. So 
you can spend that precious time with your kids.
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220XL - Family Serie

The 220XL is our family rooftoptent, suitable for 4 to 5 persons. So, you can take the 
whole family on a comfortable and compact adventure. Thanks to the spacious 
mattress of 240 x 220cm. You don’t need a big tent in the back of the car anymore or 
spending hours building up a tent with our 220XL rooftoptent. 

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 223m x 125cm x 38cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  310cm x 223cm x 126cm  (l x w x h)
Size mattress - 240cm x 220cm x 6cm   ((l x w x h)
Weight  - 75kg
Fly top fabric - 420D 100% polyester Oxford 420D
Tent fabric  - 400g canvas (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mattress cover - 100% Tricot
Bottom plate - Aluminium Sandwich constructed baseplate with insulation  
    and high-pressure glued.

Waterproof
2500mm

Breathable 
Ripstop MaterialsPU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating



Annexes

An annex is an extra piece of living space, providing just a little more privacy and convenience. 
Our annexes have three access options in addition to the rear door. So, you can enter the 
annex from any side. The annexes are designed for comfortably living with your family. During 
good or bad weather. In warm weather you can ventilate sufficiently and when it rains you can 
simply open the windows to be able to look outside and let the light in.  

Good to know:  All Annexes have 3 entrances, PVC windows, mosquito netting for windows 
and doors and a removable groundsheet. At the rear we also have a fourth door that allows 
you to access your gear in the car.

Our annex are suitable for:
 
1. 140 L    -  Two-person rooftop tent with dry entrance
2. 140 L Deluxe    -  More view with sky windows
3. 180 L Deluxe   -  Three-person rooftop tent with sky windows
4. 220XL    -  A family rooftop tent suited for four adults
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180L - Annex

The under tent 180L is a spacious under tent where you can easily sit and eat with four 
persons, play a game with friends when it rains or when the evenings get colder you 
have a cozy place to sit with the family.

Colors:

Waterproof
2500mmPU-coating

Features:

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating

220XL - Annex

The under-tent 220XL provides a huge living space, sleep four people in the rooftop tent, 
in the under-tent you can easily fit some extra friends. You can easily seat six persons 
at the table. You can leave creepy crawlers outside thanks to the groundsheet, which is 
easy to remove.

Colors:

Waterproof
2500mmPU-coating

Features:

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating

140L - Annex

The Annex 140L is suitable for two or three persons to sit and eat at a camping table. 
Extent the rooftop tent 140L or the 140L Deluxe and create an extra sleeping place for an 
extra guest or a place to take shelter in the rain.

Colors:

Waterproof
2500mmPU-coating

Features:

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating
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140L - Annex 180L - Annex 220XL - Annex

Warranty
Standard 2 years

Warranty
Standard 2 years

Warranty
Standard 2 years



Chuckboxes

No longer have  too small gas stoves or having to search for your cutlery set. Thanks to our 
camping kitchens you can work at a comfortable height and you no longer have to squeeze 
yourself into a difficult position. Our cooking kits are comfortable, easy and quick to use. 
So you can enjoy your outdoor meal to the fullest!

The gas connection of the burners from the chuckboxes is worldwide standard.
They are the so-called screw cartouches. They are available in different sizes from 100 grams 
to 700 grams from different brands.
 
1. Chuckbox S   -  Big impact in a small package
2. Chuckbox M   -  The all-in-one kitchen
3. Chuckbox XL   -  Make it extra
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Chuckbox S

A good adventure comes with good food and to make good food you need a compact 
but equipped camping kitchen. Our Chuckbox S has big impact in a small package! The 
Chuckbox S has a packing size of 44cm x 30cm x 33cm. Capable of making a meal for 4 
people, thanks to its two powerful gas burners and compact but large pan set. 

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 44cm x 30cm x 33cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  240cm x 143cm x 126cm  (l x w x h)
Materials  - Stainless steel   
Weight  - 12kg

Inside the box:

- Foldable sink
- 2 Gas burners 3,55kW
- 1 Windshield
- 2 Pans (19.3cm15.2cm)
- Frying pan 19.7cm
- Water kettle 800ml
- Kitchen knife

- Fruit knife
- Vegetable peeler
- Cutting board
- Meat tongs
- Spatula
- Oil and vinegar bottles
- Salt and pepper shaker

- Multi-purpose scissors
- 4 Plates
- 4 Cups
- 4 Sets of cutlery
- Storage box
- Worktop

Warranty
Standard 2 years
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Chuckbox M

The Chuckbox M is the big brother of our Chuckbox S. The Chuckbox M has a packing 
size of 50cm x 36,5cm x 35cm. In addition to the handle on top, the Chuckbox M also has 
2 handles on the side. This makes it with its 23kg good to carry with 1 person but also 
with 2 people. The Chuckox M can, like the S, be placed on its lid. Then there is a worktop 
height of 68cm so you can use it as worktop or as table. 

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 50cm x 36,5cm x 35cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  118cm x 68cm x 69cm   (l x w x h)
Materials  - Stainless steel   
Weight  - 23kg

Inside the box:

- Foldable sink
- 2 Gas burners 3,55W
- 1 Windshield
- 2 Pans (22 en 24cm)
- Frying pan 26cm
- Water kettle 800ml
- Kitchen knife

- Fruit knife
- Vegetable peeler
- Cutting board
- Meat tongs
- Spatula
- Oil and vinegar bottles
- Salt and pepper shaker

- Multi-purpose scissors
- 4 Lunch plates
- 4 Dinner plates
- 4 Cups
- 4 Sets of cutlery
- Storage box
- Worktop / table

Warranty
Standard 2 years
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Chuckbox XL
The Chuckbox XL is the extension of the Chuckbox S. The XL consists of two units the 
camping table and the kitchen in the kitchen is stored the Chuckbox S, extra storage 
space, extra gas burner and a full-foldable table made of stainless steel. You can buy 
the Chuckbos XL as a set with the Chuckbox S or as an extension. The Chuckbox XL is 
adviceable to be carried by two persons.

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 84cm x 37 cm x 41,5 cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up   -  137cm x 34cm x 75cm   (l x w x h)
Size table  -  103cm x 81,5 cm x 75cm   (l x w x h)
Materials  - Stainless steel   
Weight  - 34kg

Inside the box:

- 1 pcs 7Kw Burner
- Drawer 1 with dividers
- Drawer 2 free to use
- Storage compartment behind Burner
- Foldable table

Further contents see Chuckbox S

Warranty
Standard 2 years



Awnings

The side awnings from Dare to be Different are the perfect way to complete your camp. They 
both give shelter for rain or sun. They are easy to set up, in just minutes you have created the 
perfect place to cook, eat or enjoy the outdoors. 

With our awnings, you can create a comfortable shaded area next to your car within minutes. 
Ideal if you are camping in sunny places or if you need a place to shelter from the rain. All our 
awnings are waterproof and you can close them completely with the optional side walls. 
So you always have the perfect spot!

 
1. Quad Awning    -  Quick and easy to use
2. Penta Awning 180   -  Extra space in minutes 
3. Penta Awning 270   -  More room to make it cozy
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Quad - Awning

Our Quad awnings do not have loose poles, making the awning quick and easy to set 
up. The awning is available in two different widths, a 2mx2,5m (wxl) and a 2,5mx2m (wxl). 
It is also possible to close the awning with walls or with the optional under-tent. 

The Quad awning is suitable for every vehicle and can be mounted on all roof racks.

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 200cm x 15cm x 8cm  (l x w x h)
    250cm x 15cm x 8cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  200cm x 250cm   (l x w)
     250cm x 200cm   (l x w)
Weight  - 7.5kg
Fabric  - 600D, 200g canvas 25% cotton
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mounting   - Passenger side or Driver side

PU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating

Waterproof
3500mm
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Penta Awning 180

With the Penta 180, you can quickly and easily create more than nine square meters of 
covered space next to your vehicle. This is more than enough for dry cooking under or 
sitting in the shade with several people. The awning is easy to mount on roof racks, roof 
racks and side walls of motorhomes or campers.

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 255cm x 15cm x15cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  465cm x 215cm   (l x w)
Weight  - 10kg
Fabric  - 600D, 200g canvas 25% cotton
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mounting   - Passenger side or Driver side

PU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating

Waterproof
3500mm
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Penta Awning 270

With the Penta 270, you quickly and easily create almost twelve square meters of 
covered space next to and behind your car. This is more than enough for dry cooking or 
sitting in the shade with several people. The advantage over the Penta 180 is that the 
rear of the car is also accessible under the awning. This is nice when you are cooking in 
the rain. The awning is easy to mount on roof racks, roof racks and side walls of 
motorhomes or campers.

Colors:

Technical specifications

Size Folded   - 255cm x 15cm x15cm  (l x w x h)
Size set up  -  465cm x 215cm   (l x w)
Weight  - 11kg
Fabric  - 600D, 200g canvas 25% cotton
Cover fabric  - PVC 1200D-680g
Mounting   - Passenger side or Driver side

PU-coating

Features:

Warranty
Standard 2 years

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating

Waterproof
3500mm



We make it Ezi“ “
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5Ezi Sky Clips
The Ezi Sky Clips are a handy and simple slide-in accessory for your rooftop tent or awn-
ing. Simply slide the Ezi Sky Clips into the tendon edge of the roof tent or awning and 
you can organize and hang all your outdoor gear. Hang whatever you want to keep off 
the ground with the Ezi Sky Clips, from coats and wet towels to backpacks, lamps, and 
shoes. 

Color:

Technical specifications

Size    - 50cm  (l)
Carrying Weight -  5kg per carabiner
Keder   -  Keder provided with 5 eyes for attaching carabiners
Carabiners  - Aluminum carabiners diameter 4mm x 60mm 

Ezi Carryall

The Ezi Carryall is a convenient and versatile storage bag. Made as a shoe bag and can 
be used as a carryall for a day trip. The Ezi Carryall keeps muddy or smelly footwear out 
of the rooftoptent. Designed to hold slippers as well as a pair of hiking shoes. Easily at-
tach the Ezi Carryall to the Ezi Sky Clips with the carabiners. Made of durable and rug-
ged waterproof material.

Color:

Technical specifications

Size    - 30cm x 15cm x 37cm    -      up to shoes to size 45  
Specs   -  Weather and waterproof
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6
Anti-theft kit

Our anti-theft kit consists of four lock nuts with corresponding adapter and four spring 
washers. With our kit you can fully equip two of the four mounting points with the lock 
nuts. This makes it impossible to disassemble these mounting points with standard 
tools. Disassembly is only possible with the included adapter.

Technical specifications

Spring washer - M8 (SS304)
Anti-theft nut -  M8 (STAINLESS STEEL304) 
Weight  - 84 gr 

*Anti-theft kit is delay method and not a guarantee that the tent cannot be stolen. Dare to be different Outdoor B.V. can not be held 
responsible.

Comfort mattress

The unique 3D structure of our comfort under-mattress ensures a pleasant sleeping 
environment. Thanks to the height of 15mm, you experience better springiness of the 
structure and get more support. Like the standard 8mm ventilation mattress, the 
comfort mattress combats moisture and mold. The open structure absorbs perspiration 
and condensation moisture that easily evaporates due to air circulation. 

Technical specifications

Hight   - 15mm
Size   - available for all sizes of our tents
Weight  - 5kg
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Insulating inner tent
Winter camping, totally hip and especially a lot of fun to do! Or in spring when the 
ground is still frozen, and the sun slowly evaporates the fog.

For these camping trips, we now offer an inner tent, a tent that you can easily attach to 
the frame of your current tent with Velcro. The insulating inner tent can remain 
attached in the tent all winter, so you do not have to remove it when closing and storing 
the assembled tent. Available for all our rooftop tents.

Colors:

Luggage hammock
Create extra storage space in or under your rooftoptent simply and quickly. The luggage 
hammock is made to quickly store your clothes or book in the ridge of the rooftoptent 
or to keep your dirty shoes off the ground under the rooftoptent. 

The luggage hammock is made of a 40cm by 80cm fine mesh net. The net structure 
makes it easy to see what is inside even from the bottom. If the luggage hammock is 
used under the rooftoptent for shoes, the sand simply falls through the net. When fold-
ing up the rooftoptent, the luggage hammock can simply remain in the tent.



Sliding wall

With the sliding wall you can create a wind-free, dry, or shaded area under the 
rooftoptent in no time. The sliding wall can be placed on the left or right side. 
Furthermore, the sliding wall can be used on all our own soft-top rooftoptents as well as 
on rooftoptents from other suppliers equipped with a keder profile.

Colors:

Technical specifications

Materials  - 1300g canvas (35% katoen / 65% polyester)
Size set up  -  250/125cm x 230cm   (l x w)
Size in bag  - 40cm x 30cm x 5 cm  (l x w x h)
Weight  - 2kg

Waterproof
2500mmPU-coating

Features:

UV-resistant
UV50+ coating
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Zitterik

This folding chair is small but versatile in ease of use. The Zitterik weighs 
practically nothing and is easy to carry. The Zitterik allows you to sit dry, clean, and warm. 
Thanks to the Zitterik, your back will no longer bother you and you will always have 
good support. 

The Zitterik is not only handy for outdoors, but also good to use as a chair for in the 
rooftoptent, when you want to watch some Netflix or to read a book.

Colors:

Technical specifications

Materials  - 420D polyester outside, 10mm closed cell filling
Size set up  -  49cm x 39cm   (l x w)
Sizerolled up - 42cm x 10cm   (l x w)
Weight  - 305gr



Keep in touch!

Disclaimer
Use of this Catalogue
The information in this catalogue is exclusively intended as general information. No rights can be derived from the information in this 
catalogue. Although Dare to be different Outdoor B.V. uses sources deemed reliable in compiling and maintaining this catalogue, 
Dare to be different Outdoor B.V. cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of the information provided. Dare to be different 
Outdoor B.V. also does not guarantee that the catalogue is error-free. Receiving any of the products/services from Dare to be different Outdoor 
B.V. through this Outdoor Catalogue does not guarantee you any results, as results vary from person to person. Dare to be different Outdoor B.V. 
explicitly disclaims any liability for the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information provided in this catalogue.

Use of information
Dare to be different Outdoor B.V. reserves all intellectual property and other rights with respect to all information 
provided through this catalogue (including all texts, graphics, and logos). It is not allowed to copy, digitize or in any way publish, distribute or 
reproduce information in this catalogue without the prior written consent of Dare to be different Outdoor B.V. or the appropriate consent of the 
owner. The information in this catalogue is for personal use only.

Third party information, products, and services
Reference in this catalogue to information regarding gas supplying companies must always be verified with these parties for accuracy. Dare to 
be different Outdoor B.V. assumes no liability and no responsibility for the content originating from these parties.

Changes
Dare to be different Outdoor B.V. reserves the right to change the information provided in or via this catalogue, including the text of this 
disclaimer, at any time, without further notice. It is recommended to periodically check whether the information offered in this catalogue, 
including the text of this disclaimer, has changed.

Applicable law
Dutch law shall apply to this Catalogue and the disclaimer. All disputes arising out of or in connection with this disclaimer shall be submitted 
exclusively to the competent court in the Netherlands.
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Zwolseweg 333
7345 AA Wenum Wiesel
Nederland

T: +31 6 43893158
E: info@dtbdoutdoor.eu



To make memories that 
last a lifetime


